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The Monument Report

Dear"Members of the Ninth Infantry Division Association:
We thank all of you who have responded to our "Open
Letter" in the previous Octofoil. Your generous donations
to the "Matt Urban Monument Fund" and kind words of
encouragement are greatly appreciated. Some of those
came from members we never met. Our gratitude and
acknowledgments have been sent to each and everyone
of you and we're hoping that the same spirit of support
prevails. Without your help we could not succeed.
.
At this point, we haven't reached the amount reqUIred
for the down payment to order the monument and we
have a long way to go for the balance. It is just like in
Matty's lifetime when nothing came easy for him so it is
for us as we're trying to honor him after he's gone. Our
effort and determination will go on no matter how long it
takes.
The financial goal is not our only problem. We have
been communicating with the Arlington Cemetery Office
and are beginning to learn that bureaucracy in government does not stop at the sacred place of a National
Cemetery. Our proposed monument with its two bronze
plaques has not been approved and other changes have
been mandated. And yet, this is the same monument that
the Middle-man assured us would be in place for the
Dedication on August 25th. As you all know, his price of
$16,308 was out of our reach and that is even more apparent now as we're struggling to attain half that ·amount. As
we're waiting for the final word from Arlington we are still
in contact with the monument company. They are willing
to work with us on any changes. We also have the option
to look elsewhere. As Mrs. Jennie Urban knows, our main
concern is to come up with a monument that we all could
be proud of.
As of this date (Feb. 17, '99) donations sent to me
amount to $1055.00. Contrihutions sent to Peter
Radicchio are not included. Peter has been on the road
and hopefully will return in time to make his report to the
Octofoil before the deadline. We still have some pledges
and are hoping for your continued support. The donor
list will continue in the next Octofoil.
The Matt Urban Monument Committee
Peter A. Radichio
P.O. Box 1541
Homosassa Spg. FL 34447
John Bonkowski
19241 Angela Crt.
Roseville, Mi. 48066
Golfers

of the NE Reunion sends this
photo of the Golf Course he has made reservations for
the gang to play on Sunday May 23 - so if you ha~e made
plans or intend to playa round of Golf that day gl,:,e Herb
a call or write to him at PO Box 845 Marstom Mills, Ma
02648 or call him at (508) 420-3320 (home) or office (781)
878-1953..
DIRECflONS TO HYANNIS
1. FROM NEW YORK CITY.

Take Rte 95 to 195 (providence R.I.) Take Rte 195 to
Rte 25 (also Rte 495) Go South to ramp before Bourne
Bridge to Rte 6 East along Cape Cod Canal .to the
Sagamore Bridge. Continue on Rte 6 over the brIdge to
exit 6 onto Rte 132 toward Hyannis until the ·second
.set of traffic lights (approx 2.5 miles) from exit 6. Hotel
is on the right as you approach the traffic lights.
2. FROM WESTERN MASSACHUSITfS.
Take Rte 90 (Mass. Turnpike) East to Rte 495 South,
Exit II-A. Take Rte '495 South which becomes Rte 495
and Rte 25. See directions #1 for rest of trip.
3. FROM NORTII OF BOSTON (N.H. MAINE, VERM~NI)

Take Rte 495 South. See directions #1 for rest of tnp.
4. FROM BOSTON.

_.

Take Rte 3 South to the Sagamore Bridge. Go over the
bridge onto Rte 6. See #1 for directions for rest of trip.
Continued on page 2

Matt Urban
Monument Fund

These are the donations
that were sent to me and the
names are listed in the order
that they came:
John Bonkowski, 9th
Recon (Original donation);
J.J. Bonkowski (Brother);
Joseph Chmiel, F Co 60th,
(In Memory of his buddy,
KIA Frank Pateria F Co 60th);
Anthony Guttila M Co 60th,
Julia Klimasz, (In Memory of .
husband, Anthony K.);
Travor E. Jones, 9th QM Co.;
Walter T.Quigley, A Bty 60th
FA; John W. Cattle Sr., 84th
FA; Ted Curless Jr.; George
H. Brown, A Co 47th & 9th
MP PIn; Percy Hough, A Co
39th; Jack A. Collier, C Co
47th; Nick Capobianco, 9th
Recon (In Memory of brother, Thomas KIA May 4,
1944); Thomas Boyle, 26th
FA; Charles E. Hoffmann, B
Co 15th Combat Eng.; Jack E.
Eddy; Walter Stanko, 0 Co
47th; Al Zenka; Peter A.
Radichio; Margie Gehlhausen;
Boodman
F.
Lockwood; Aroon Weinberg;
F.M. Morris; Phil Oheseley;
Walter Pochis.
Thank you for all your generous contributions. John
and I hope we can pull it
through. God Bless!
P.S. My address: Mr. Peter
A. Radichio, P.O. Box 1541,
Homosassa Spgs, FL 344471541.

TRIBUfE
This letter is to let you
know if you have not already
heard. Mrs. Connie Trapani
sent me a letter this week to
inform me that Salvatore P.
Trapani passed away on July
13, 1998.
For a year Sal fought a
hard battle but lost to acute
leukemia. Sal is remembered
by all who knew him as one
of the best medics in 2nd Bn
39th lnt. He served in five
campaigns, Normandy to the
.. Elbe. Much of the time he
served with H Co. where he
was given great respect for
his courage to do his best.
Sal was also known for his
great talent to talk and
entertain as he held the
attention of large groups to
lift their moral during the
dark days of the war. I know
that all who knew Sal will be
saddened to learn that he
'has passed on from our
ranks. He was truly a great
soldier, a great friend and a
great asset to the 2nd Bn
39th Int. May God comfort
his family and friends in my
prayer now.

39th Inf
DALE E. SMITH
1202 Crest Hill Dr.
; Junction City, KS 66441

Reunion dates May 23 -. 26 1999
Hyannis, Mass.
BEACH HEAD ESTABUSHED IN HYANNIS
The New England chapter is honored to be the host of
our fifty fourth annual reunion, being held at the Four
Points Hotel in Hyannis on May 23rd, 24th, and 25th.
Hyannis was chosen because it is the center of Cape
Cod, allOWing one easy access to all the Cape has to offer.
Downtown Hyannis and the historic waterfronts are nearby, as well as the John F. Kennedy Hyannis Museum,
shops, boutiques and restaurants. One wishes to take the
ferry to Martha's Vineyard or Nantucket it is just a short
distance from the hotel.
Each of the hotel's beautiful appointed guest rooms
features direct dial telephone, in room movies, and coffee
makers. There is both an indoor and outdoor pool, a '
health ad fitness center. The dining choices include
Sandcastles Restaurant, which features traditional Cape
Cod specialties, also serves continental cuisine. One
wishes to eat lighter there is the Toby Jug Tavern, their
English Pub, or you may enjoy poolside dining on their
outdoor deck.
Sunday golf will be played at the Tara Hyannis Hotel
and Resort. Complimentary shuttle service is available
and Herb Olsen can give you all the information on this.
On Sunday and Monday evening you will be listening to
and dancing to Lou Colombo Orchestra and I know you
will enjoy his music.
On Monday we had planned a ladies luncheon, but at
the present time we are trying to make arrangements for
a clam bake. If this materializes then we may have to
change the ladies luncheon.
Tuesday will be our "Memorial Service" to pay honor
and tribute to all our beloved dead. Not only the 4581
who made the supreme sacrifice but also for all those
who have since passed away. This service will be in the
capable hands of Tom Boyle. Something extra has been
added to this service and I believe it will make a lasting
impression on those who attend. So please plan to be
with us so we can honor those who we owe so much to.
Tuesday we will have a cocktail hour followed by our
banquet which will be roast prime rib of beef. Now if
some can't eat beef, please let us know when you arrive
and we will arrange another choice for you. This cannot
be done at the last minute, so please let us know ahead of
time. Our main speaker will be one you will enjoy listening to.
On the transportation side Hyannis has its own airport
and has direct flights from New York. Or you can fly into
Logan Airport in East Boston and take the shuttle to
Hyannis. If one is traveling by this route make sure you
book a direct flight to Hyannis. For those people who
land at Logan don't want to use the shuttle, there is the
Brockton Plymouth bus that stops at all the terminals in
the airport and will take you to Hyannis. Anyone traveling
by train can go to South Station in Boston and just outside the station is a Brockton Plymouth bus terminal and
you can take the bus to Hyannis. Bonanza Bus Line runs
five trips a day to Hyannis from New York, Manhattan
Port Authority. Their number is 1-800-556-3815.
Now I would like to say a few words to the children and
grandchildren of those great guys who served in the
Ninth Infantry Division. So much has been made of the
movie "SaVing Private Ryan". Your dad or grandfather
can relate to so many of the scenes in the movie for he
was so much a part of this conflict. A small percentage of
those who served in World War II actually saw combat
, but I can assure you your dad or grandfather wasn't
among that group. Now what am I trying to tell you? Well
all of us are getting old and if you would say dad and
mom, or grandpa and nana I would love to take you to the
reunion, we would be delighted to have you and there
will be plenty for you to see and do.
For our objective is not to take another hill or gain
another mile but to see old buddies, to laugh, reminisce,
enjoy each others company and especially honor our
beloved dead. Please plan to be with us in Hyannis. You
won't regret it.
Sincerely,
Ron Murphy
44 Strawberry Lane
Situate,
Me. 02056.
.
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Taps Sounded
Callout our names
as the years go byRemember usand we will never die.
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AI Perna
Philadelphia, PA
Charles liBretto
Paramus, NJ
Thomas Hatton
Saginaw, MI
William Shea
Scarboro, ME
2000
Richard Baudouy
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Jack Collier
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Pat DeColli, 3rd V.P.
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618 Sumac Rd.
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With deep remorse we announce the passing of these
friends and comrades.
May they rest in peace.
To their loved ones we
~xtelld our deepest sympathy.

A. B. Casey
Hqs. 2nd Bn. 39th Inf
Isadore Cohen
A Co. 15th Engrs.
Robert Torrent
K Co. 47th Inf
Conda Knee
M Co. 47th Inf

2001
Marty Gross
Hewlett, NY
Howard Gaertner
Wauwatosa, WI
Charles Vanderpoel
Jacksonville, Fla.
Elmer Wagner
Bay City, MI
Frank Haines

Thomas Boyle, Treasurer
39 Hall Avenue
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412 Gregory Avenue
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George Apar
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Geri Hatton
Wife of Tom Hatton (60th
.Inf)
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Al Holmes
Husband of Helen
(Lagatutta) Holmes
Dr. Harry Cantor
60th Inf
John Fasel
39th Inf G Co.
Frank Veale
Co. M 47th Inf
Milton Marsh
B Co. 15th Engrs.

Jan-Feb 1999

Holt Rast
B Co. 15th Engrs
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Company

Regiment

9th Div

Greater New York
Washington, D.C.
Michigan
New Jersey
California Chapter
Ladies Auxiliary
Ninth Infantry Division Association
Membership Application
Clara Scott, Treasurer
1517 Shields St.
Shennan,Tx.75092
Tel. #903-893-8696
Enclosed please find dues for:
Name
.-'--

a

_

One year

Credit Chapter

Expiration Date:

Signature:
_
NO REflJNDGIVEN IF:
A. Reservation is cancelled or changed within 72 hours prior to
", arrival.
B. If guest does not arrive on date specified, room is cancelled
and reinstatement at group rate is subject to availability.
C. Early departure. Deposit is applied to the last night of your
above reservation.
CHECK-IN TIME AffER 4:00 P,M.
CHECK-OUT TIME BY II :00 A,M,
Please complete and send with your deposit to our Reservations
Department or Fax to (508) 778-6039. Tbis ,form must be
received prior to bPRlL 2~, 1999.

a

_

Zip

_

_
---:.....

........,-_ _...$3.00
--"'=--

CQwnueQ from page' 1
~

,

.
..

~

DIF11=',r--r-()NS TO HYANN~

5. BY AIR.
.
Fly into Logati Airport, Boston; Take U.s. Air Express
to Barnstable Airport, (Hyannis). U.S. Air Express also
flies into Barnstable Airport from LaGuardia Airport,
N.Y. There is a bus service (Brockton/pIYmouth Bus)
that will take you down to Hyannis Bus Terminal. It
stops at all terminals at Logan Airport. Contact Herb
Olsen at P.O. Box 845, Marstons Mills, MA 02648 and
we will send you the bus schedule. Round-trip on the
bus from Logan to Hyannis is approx. $34.00
Call Four Points Hotel for Van to Hotel Shuttle. 1-508771-3000 or take a taxi which is a short rid~ (ten minutest
.
STRIP TICKETS
!
. ,.',
Please purchase your tickets as soon as. possib:e" ~~ it .•
will help the Reunion Committee to decld~ on ~o ~h~'
. to additional ways to make your stay enJoyab . .
~~riP ticket will include a recepti.on on S~~d~y eV~~I~~
.h r
music On Monday evemng we WI
ave
Wit. I~~esday 'evening we will have a cocktail hour and

e

THOMAS BOYLE 39

~~t~~~~~~~~ stg~~~~Lt~~~lo02144.

My spouse (Brother or relative)
Served withl

_

your check out to

_
State.

_

~~~~~el. The pricet~f~;~:~~~~~~~~~~O:U~I~~

0
0
0
0

Street Address
City

Zip Code

Credit Card Number:

Rita DeColli
Wife of Pat DeColli (15
En!?s)

Cl
$25.000
$75.000
$31000
50-each

0
0
0
0

State

Day Telephone L - )
Today's Date:.
_
All room requests have been noted on your reservation and
will be honored based on availability.
A deposit of $100.00 or a credit card guarantee is required per
room.
Please enclose check (made payable to the Four Points
Hyannis), or, for those using credit cards as a guarantee, please
complete the section below. Your deposit will be applied to the
last night of your room reservation. A block of guest rooms is
being held at your group rate until April 23, 1999. Please note
that the number of rooms being held may be sold out prior to
this date. Please make reservations early to ensure group rate
and availability.
Credit Card Type:.
_

.

Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund
THREE-YEAR MEMBER
life Membership
Ladies Auxiliary Member
necals

Philly-Delaware Valley
Illinois
New England
Horida
Texas C r South West

City:

Albert Haines
Co. G 47th Inf

$10~000

Sustaining Member

_

Dorothea Baker
Wife of CB. Baker (Meds
47th Inf)

.

I wish to sign up for the following:

Regular Member per year

Address:

Robert Dunn
47th Inf Service Co.

I was a member of:

Battery

_
_

Henry S. Rigby
60th Inf

..

Street Addre~,~

and Depart on:,

Name:,

Kenneth Creighton
M Co. 47th Inf

Enclosed please find dues for:
Serial No

(I) (JIe) will arrive on,

Charles Harrison
39th Inf D Co.

Dan Quinn, NationalSecretarY, 9th Infantry Division Assn. 4.1:'
Gregory Ave., Weeha~ken, New Jersey 07087

Name·

Edward Przymierski
47th Inf K Co.

The 1999 Ninth Infantry Division's Association will n.-.:et in
May in Hyannis, Massachusetts. Here's an early reservation
form for those who may attend.
Four Points Hyannis
Rt. 132 & Bearse's Way
Hyannis, MA 0260 I
Ninth Infantry Division Association Reunion
Sunday, May 23, 1999 - Wednesday, May 26, 1999
PLEASE RESERYE THE FOLLOWING ACCOMMODATIONS:
$89.00 PER ROOM, PER NIGHT, SINGLE OCCUPANCY
--$89.00 PER ROOM, PER NIGHT, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
These rates will also apply two (2) days before and (2) days
after reunion dates.
State tax will be added to above rates
_ _ _$15.00 Additional person (up to 2) @ $15.00 per person
(plus tax) per night.
* A limited number of non-smoking rooms are available - Please
check your preference:
SMOKING__
NON SMOKING_ _

~

47th Inf.
MRS. EVELYN T. DUNN
527 Lakeview Drive
Swedesboro, N.J. 08085
Bob
had
been
a
"Parkinson" patient for over
20 years. He battled increasing physical problems by
being ready every day to be
up and doing whatever he
could - still typing news
releases, local stories, etc.
Death came quickly from a
heart attack. We came to
Swedesboro in 1951, when
Bob bought the weekly
newspaper. He had found
"his home" and his 48 years
here were busy and happy.
Wanted you to know of his
death for the Octofoil column "Taps Sounded."

Tel: 1-617-625-

8127.

Name of Member"

_

Address

----------Street

City
Phone Number

Zip

State

-

----------------

Company·

Battalion----------

Regiment

- -Unit- - - - - - - - - - - -

Wife/Guest's Name
Strip Ti~ket

------

Amount Enclosed._ _- - - - -

TWE OCTOFOll
F1.0RIDA CHAPTER NEWSLETIER

IT'S BEAUTIFUL DAYTONA BEACH: Although Phil
Berman has had surgery and now recuperating at home
from his hospital stay, both he and his wife Barbara have
started to make preparations for the Florida Chapter's
Fall Mini-Reunion. The hotel chosen is the Holiday Inn
Sunspree Resort located at 600 Atlantic Avenue in beautiful Daytona Beach. Phil and Barbara have met with the
Hotel Sales people however a contract has not been
signed as of this wJiting. It is fairly certain that the meeting will be during the week of September 19th to the 25.
The specific days will be posted in the next issue to the
OCTOFOIL. In the meantime mark your calendar putting
-aside the week of September 19th.
LILA & H.F. STANSELL: We are happy to report that
both Lila and H.F. are on the mend after their bout with
colds and back problem. H.F. has been appointed as CoChairman for the next Chapter meeting and together with
his wife are working closely with the Bermans in coordinating the other social events for the Fall Meeting.
RUTH & IRVING KING: In a recent note received, they
are making plans to attend the 54th National Reunion to
be held in Hyannis, Mass on May 23-26, 1999. However
there are a few contingencies that must be overcome
before they depart. Irv's 14 year old knee joint must be
monitored for possible repairs. In addition an eye
cataract surgery has to be scheduled. Ruth stated that
they can be more "up-beat" about going to Hyannis once
these hurdles have been addressed. Ruth also sent in a
survey that appeared in the January 1999 issue of the
VFW Magazine. This survey concluded that the four mest
important subjects that the readers of that magazine
want to know are: (1) Providing VFW services to veterans, (2) Lobbying for pensions and compensation, (3)
Advocating legislation to enhance VA Medical Facilities
and (4) Ensuring a strong National Defense. Ruth and Irv
have been a staunch supporter of the Florida Chapter
especially that they live in the panhandle section of
Florida and it is quite a trip to drive to our meetings.
VIRGINIA & JIMMY DRISCOLL: During the past years,
Jimmy and Virginia have been spending their summer
months at their Matawan, New Jersey home ... 1998 was
no exception ... however during this past summer in New
Jersey, Jim had a pacemaker put in to help his heart condition. This was followed by a hernia operation. Jim and
Virginia have had illness problems for quite a while however we are happy to report that Virginia seems to have
recovered nicely and Jimmy is making good progress
recovering at his Holiday, Florida home. In fact, during
their phone conversation recently, they inquired about
the dates of the 54th National Reunion and are seriously'
thinking about attending it this coming Mayas they will
go back to their New Jersey home. One sad note .. , Jim
and Virginia are thinking about selling their Florida home
which means that the Florida Chapter might lose a very
dedicated and devoted member. Jim and Virginia live·
during the Winter months at 3213 Moog Road West in
Holiday, Fl. 34691, Phone: 813/842-6988. Anyone looking
for a Florida home???
A WIFE'S TRIBUTE

as told to E. DeDonato
When Michael Deresh's name appeared in the "TAPS
SOUNDED" column of the Aug/Sept/Oct issue of the
OCTOFOIL, I immediately phoned his wife Nina. The following is a segment of her tribute to her late husband.
"Michael was a 'wonderful caring person. He helped
many people and was actively engaged in whatever organization he joined. Michael was a member of the N.Y.C.
Port Authority Police Benevolent Assn; a member of the
Military Order of the Purple Heart; he would stand in
front of stores to ask for Poppy donations during
Veteran's Day week. Mike was a willing helper at the FL.
Chapter and the National Reunions. He kept in touch with
many of his army buddies. He joined a local Bowling
League and it was there that he died suddenly of a massive heart failure. He often stated that when his time
came to die, he did not want to linger on a long illness. He
got his wish ... he was a fine person ... and I will miss him
very much." (Nina Deresh).
Writer's note: To hear Nina talk about the wonderful 57
years she and Michael were married, is also a testimonial
to the men and women born in our generation. Those of
us who were fortunate enough to return in one piece ...
some requiring medical attention ... took our place in
civilian life, for most part got married ... raised our families without too many complaints. Our condolences go to
Nina. I am sure that the members of our great 9th Infantry
Division Assn. will continue to remember the 4581 fallen
comrades who didn't return and all those who died since
the end of WWII during our National Memorial Services
and our dailv prayers.. Mav their souls rest in peace.
Amen. ,
Plans for the next Chapter Reunion are being handled
by Lila and H.F. Stansell but will proceed in earnest after
the holidays. Notices will appear in future issues of the
OCTOFOIL.
NEWS WANTED: All Florida members are urged to send
news regarding their activities; grandchildren births;
vacations; visitors; deaths; illnesses; and subjects of
interest, etc. to Emil J. DeDonato, 3650 S.W. Mosswood
Street, Dunnellon, FI 34431. Phone 352/489-4070.

MICHIGAN CHAPTER NEWS & NOTES
ILLINOIS CHAPTER
NEWSLETIER

Not much happening with
the Illinois Chapter. We all
survived our Winter Storm
the first of the year which
dumped 21 inches of snow
on us. It was a beautiful
sight but made travel rather
impossible.
Last week the Andersons
and the Belmontes met with
Delores Bauman for lunch.
She is the widow of John
Bauman, 39th Inf. B Co., and
seems to be managing fairly
well.
Lew and Muriel Gray are
doing well and are on their
way to Florida for a while.
We hope their health continues to improve.
We heard that William
Johnson, 39th Inf. K Co., formerly of Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin passed away on
December 28, 1998 in his
home in Estero, Florida. Our
deepest sympathy to his
wife, Joanne, and his family.
Just an early reminder of
Our Outstate Meeting in
Angola Indiana. The dates
this year are October 5-7,
1999 and the room rates will
be $62.00 plus tax. More
information later but mark
your calendars for the dates.
We are looking forward to
the Reunion this year in
Hyannis. We are making
plans to attend and hope it
will be a successful..one.
Respectfully submitted,
Mike Belmonte
] 161 South Lombard
Oak Park, II. 60304

NEW JERSEY

CHA~
Dear Dan,
On Jan. 12, Alice and I
attended presentation of
Governor Whitman's annuat"
State of the State Message
and the Rededication of the
War Memorial Building in
Trenton as guests of the
State Dept. of Military and
Veterans' Affairs. I am on the
Dept. mailing list as president of the N.J. Chapter of
the 9th Infantry Division
Association. We were given
free parking privileges and
bus transportation to the
War Memorial, special
reserved seats near the front
in a section set aside for veterans and an invitation to a
reception following the ceremonies.
A group
from
the·
Manalapan - Englishtown
area sat in the same row
. with us. Would you believe
that the fellow who sat
beside me was a 9th Division
man who had served in
Company B of the 47th Inf.
. Regiment and was a former
member of the Association.
He asked some questions
about current activities of
the organization and I tried
to fill him in. I also suggested he consider rejoining.
Accordingly would you be
kind enough to send him a
current issue of the
Octofoil?
Albert Feder
225 E. Medford Court
Manalapan, N.J. 07726
I think he belonged to the
New York Chapter because
he mentioned moving to N.J.
from New York. After you
send him something, I'll follow up with letter, unless
you prefer to do it. I'm sure
he'd be interested in hearing
about any current members
who were in Co. B of the
47th.

Once more I have bad news to report. Our very own
past "First Lady" Geraldine Hatton passed away following
a lengthy UIness. Gerrie was the wife of Tom Hatton our
immediate past National President. Gerrie will be missed
by all who knew her. She was very active in chapters
doings.
Now some good news: Three members whom I carry in
my deceased file, for non payment of dues are alive and
well. I found articles in the Nov/Dec issue of the Octofoil
written by Jim Lemma, Joe Rappacini and Richard Irwin.
Sorry fellows but Dan does not advise me when Michigan
members pay their dues to national.
I will put you all back in the active file and maybe some
day you can join with us at one of our meetings. Because
of National Reunion being late in May we have scheduled
our Memorial Service to Sunday June sixth at the grave of
Joe Boudreau in Bay City, Mi.
We will gather at twelve noon at the Sweden House on
Wilder Rd. For those who can make it the directions are 175 to Wilder Rd. then east to Bay City Mall on the left.
Our next outing will be the picnic at home of Art and
Mary Doering in Alto, Mi. No date set yet. Our Out State,
hosted by the Illinois Chapter is set for October at
Holiday Inn, Angola, In. Our Christmas Party will be held
in Frankenmuth, Mi. More on these events will follow.
I must report the following officers for the year 1999.
Tom Hatton, President. 1st V.P. Billie Martin, 2nd. V.P.
Percy Hough, Sec'y. Rodger E. Alsgaard, Treas. Elmer
Wagner, Chaplain. Barney Tobacco, Historian. Billie
Martin and Tony Barnese, Adjutant.
Things are in motion for being in Hyannis in May. I
hope to see you there.
Rodger E. Alsgaard, Sec'y.
Michigan Chapter
9th Inf. Div. Ass'n.
2834 Wynes Street
Saginaw, Mi. 48602-3730
TEXAS & THE GREATER SOUTHWEST CHAPTER

Ernie Botella, Chapter President, has scheduled the
annual meeting of the Texas & Greater Southwest
Chapter for March 24, 1999, at the Stagecoach Inn,
Salado, Texas.
Reservations may be made by calling 1-800-732-8994, or
writing to: Stagecoach Inn, P.O. Box 97, Salado, TX, 76571.
Their local phone number is (254) 947-5111.
When making your reservation, identify yourself with
the 9th Infantry Division group. The room rate is the AAA
rate of $59.00 single, $66.00 double, plus tax.
We are extending an invitation to members of other
Chapters, who are in the area, to attend our meeting. If
there are any "Snow Birds" heading south for the winter
and coming down Interstate Highway 35, the Stagecoach
Inn is a stones throwaway. Coming South on 1-35, you
would take exits 284 or 285. Cross the Interstate and following the signs of the access road. If you are traveling
North on 1-35, exit at 283, and follow the signs on the
access road.
The meeting itself will start on March 24, 1999, at 2:00
p.m. in the Club/bar building, adjacent to the Inn registration office.
There will be no organized food functions, but we can
avail ourselves of the Coffee Shop adjacent to the Inn, or
walk over to the Stagecoach Restaurant for a memorable
lunch or dinner.
For those who can come early, rooms can be reserved
f~r March 23, 1999, and for those who can stay over, the
mght of the 24th.
Richard Granbery
11206 Cold Spring
Houston, Texas 77043
(281) 497-3730
Alice and I are planning a
I hope you're recovered
trip to Florida for most of
from your visit to the hospiFebruary. We'll be visiting
tal. Stay healthy for the rest
Dunnellon for most of the
of this year and beyond.
time so I'll try to contact
We've had more winter so
Emil DeDonato if he's in the
far this year than we had all
territory.
of last winter. That's one
Am enclosing an obituary
reason I want to check out
from yesterday's paper in
Florida and some of the 84th
case someone else missed it.
F.A. Battalion going down
He is listed in the Oct. 1990
there.
directory under Hq. Co., 1st
Best regards to you and
Bn, 60th Int., also under' Co.
that invaluable assistant of
B.
yours.
I noticed Herb Hoepfner's
Sincerely,
name under taps in the latest Octofoil. He was one of
FRANK W. HAINES, JR.
our state chapter officers. If
84th FA
you have a copy of his obitu16 Kinney Drive
ary, I would appreciate havTrenton New Jersey
ing a COpy.
08618
1.()09-882-8979
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THE OCTOFO'L

Greater New York Area Chapter:
We Lose Our
Tip oftlae B~,
Resident Chaplain
We Hear from 9th
The NY Chapter convened
lifetime Members
Remembering the MemoriaJ
Fund and their buddies who
on Friday, January 15, 7:30
.At the February meeting
~ P.M. at our usual command nine members attended. have answered their last roll
post in Masonic Hall, 71 W. Ple?ge to the flag and invo- call we thank the following
members aDd friends:
23rd St. NYC. Due to a cation was led by Joe Killen,
weather report of an expect- our 1998 1st VP who became
ed storm many members President a few moments
Donald Lavender - In memoremained home. Seven of us later when the 1999 slate of
ry of Trent Palmer I Co.
showed up for the 1999 officers was installed. The
39th Int.
Ins~allation of Officers _
rest of this year's NY
George Pedrick - In Memory
which was postponed for Chapter officers are: 1st VP
of A.B. Casey, Hqs. 39th
t?e February meeting _ . Anton Dietrich; 2nd VP
Inf.
SInce only two of the seven Eugene Magidson; Secretary
Joseph Charvat - In Memory
?~wly ele~ted officers made Arthur
R.
Schmidt;
of Ed Koneski, I Co., Nick
It In.
Treasurer Al Zenka; Sgt of
Chipura, I Co. and John
One of those hearty souls
Arms Al Lubrano and
Bauman, B Co., 39th Int.
who can;te to the meeting , Chapla~n George Apar (New
Steven Kostowicz
was AI. Lipton and cane. Al
ChaplaIn to be determined.)
Charles Mazzella - Lest We
was stIlllecuperating from
NY Chapter Board of
Forget
knee surgery he had in
Governors: 39th Herminio
Richard McGrath
In
October 1998. Welcome
Suarez; 47th Dan Quinn; 60th
Memory of Mary Murphy,
back, AI.
Charles Libretto; Special
wife of Ron and Edward
Servi~es Adolph Wadalavage
McGrath, 15 Engrs C Co.
1st VP Joe Killen opened
and Dlvarty AI Lipton.
William Horan - In Memory
the meeting with our pledge
of Conda Knee and Ken
Secretary Art Schmidt
of allegiance to the flag Creighton of M Co. 47th
read
the
minutes.
but without the usual invoInfo
Treasurer's report was not
cation by our resident chapRalph Burris - Remembering
presented
since
our
treasurlain, George Apar. Joe
old comrades
informed us that George had . er Al Zenka is sojourning in
Morris Taylor - RememberFlorida.
Killen
and
Schmidt
died this afternoon in the
ing old comrades
sent questionnaires to paidhospital due to complicaMilton McDaniel - In Memory
up
NY
Chapter
Life
members
tions after heart bypass
of Mary Maness and
who generally don't corresurgery performed on
Hermon Rahn
spond,
requesting
latest
January 4. With the grievous
Ward Payne - In Memory of
information
on
their
situaloss of our dear friend and
those who didn't make it.
comrade we reflected on . tions. Since many members
Martin Gross - In Memory of
send
in
their
yearly
or
3-year
George's dedication to the
Dr. Harry Cantor, 60th Int.
dues with a note we at least
9th Inf Div Assoc. (Since we
and George Apar
hear
from
them.
Those
who
didn't get information on
Leonard Maniccia - Lest We
responded were: Albert
George's funeral until late
Forget
Bruchac, Philip Cancellate,
the .f~llowing Saturday night,
James Otts - In Memory of
Abraham
Deitel,
Fred
J.
notification of other memMilton Marsh and Holt
Falgiano, Daniel J. Leahy,
bers was on too short a
Rast. Both of B Co. 15th
George
Nicklin,
M.
notice for many to attend.
Engrs.
D.
and
Rocco
A. Vita. A quesMany mem bers were also
Joe Killen - In Memory of Fr.
ti.onnaire was returned by
down with colds and flu.
Anthony DeLaura, Phil
hiS daughter Mari, notifying
However, Joe Killen Al
Emmons, George Apar
the
chapter
that
Leonard
F.
Lipton, Gene Magidson' my
and Vincent Guglielmino.
Kupkowski
died
February
4,
wife Barbara and myself did
William Canary - In Memory
1999.
Our
heartfelt
condoattend on Sunday. Members
of John Fasel
lences to Leonard's family.
w?re veterans overseas caps
c.B.
Baker - In Memory,of his
We also received notes
With the Octofoil. Noting our
wife, Dorothea.
from
Frank
Garofolo,
Wilbert
presence, much of the euloGeorge Nicklin - In Memory
D. Goldsmith and Al Riccio.
gy by the rabbi, and his famof Vincent Guglielmino,
Sons
Robert
and
Bruce
Apar
ily, acknowledged George's
Emmett Schutte and Max
sent
a
note
acknowledging
dedication to his beloved
Umansky.
the 9th Div Assn condo9th Div. During services an
Evelyn Haines - In Memory
lences
for
George
Apar.
Octofoil medallion was
of husband, Albert "Ed"
Discussions were held
prominently displayed on
Haines.
regarding
the
Hyannis
George's coffin, placed there
Dan Quinn - In Memory of
reunion.
We
hoped
that
the
by his sons, Robert and
George Apar and Dom
coming of spring and more
Bruce. At the gravesite the
Miele.
daylight many more memrabbi asked 9th Inf Div combers will be able to make our
GRATEFUL
rades to give a final military
meetings. One of our dedi60th Infantry, B Company
hand salute after the burial.
cated members who will not
MARJORIE HOLT RIGBY
Rest in Peace, George, we'll
be able to attend regularly is
134 Belvoir Ave.
miss you). Our sincerest
Tony DeRobertis. Tony is
Beach Haven, NJ 08008
condolences to George's
moving to Pennsylvania
Henry S. Rigby died on
family.
Water Gap region. Tony, a
Jan. 17th, 1999. He always
Secretary Art Schmidt
past president, gave much
treasured his friendships in
read the previous minutes
service
to the chapter
the 9th Division and was
and Treasurer AI Zenka gave
including
chauffeuring
proud to have been elected
the financial report. Killen
amputee Art Schmidt to
president of the 9th Div.
noted correspondence from
meetings and reunions, and
Association in 1947. Your
farflung members: Mrs. J.
always supplying the hospicalls, cards and prayers
Malley, wife of James, wrote
tality table. A humble comhelped me though a difficult
that James is ill. Others we
rade with a great heart, we'll
time. Thank you.
heard from were AI Baccile
miss him.
Joe Gravine and Morri~
15th Engrs. Co. B
Meeting adjourned and
Lamb. We wish James and
J.M. OTTS, JR.
with the last of Tony's
other ill members a speedy
4800 Broomes Island Rd.
repasts, we headed home.
recovery.
Port Republic, Md 20676
Those who attended not
With great sadness I wish
Regarding earlier corre-' mentioned above: Ed Harris,
to advise of the passing of
spondence, this scribe erroMarv Levy, Charlie liBretto
two outstanding officers of
neously wrote in the last
Al Lubrano, Dan Quinn, Jo~
Company "B", 15th Engineer
Octofoil of the demise of .' Rzesniowicki and Adol.ph
Btn. I know that all the men
Frank Cancelino, due to a
Wadalav:H1P
........ .
. ..
with whom they served will
mix-up of notes I was given. I
Attention NY Chapter ~
have since written an apolo- '., members! If you haven't paid'"
also mourn their deaths.
gy to Frank and happy to ' your 1999 dues now's the
Lt. Milton Marsh died in
place the correction in this
time to catch up - $10 for
April 1998 after a long illOctofoil. A mailing list error
one year, $25 for 3 years,
ness.
was also made indicating' and $75 for Lifetime mem- '-Lt. Holt Rast passed away
in November 1998 after
that Al Bravin was deceased. . bership. Make checks
many months of declining
An apology was given to his
payable to Greater NY
daughter who informed us of
Chapter, 9th Inf Div Assn
health.
this mistake.
and send to Arthur R.
In memory of these and
Schmidt, Secretary, 9-12'
other fine soldiers of "The
fhose who also
Doran Avenue, Glendale, NY
15th," please accept the
attended this meeting were:
.11385.
Marv Levy'
enclosed contribution fOT
Anton Dietrich, Marv Levy
, ,
Co A 60th
the Memorial Fund.
and Al Lubrano.
, .
2044 Ellen Drive
'Metrick.NY 11566-5404

!

Un Nov. 11, 1918, an armistice was signed ending World
War 1- the "war to end all wars" that introduced modern
warfare in all its mechanized brutality. Until 1954, the
United States celebrated the end of that war with a holi- '
day called Armistice Day. For the last 44 years, it has
been Veterans Day, an opportunity for citizens to reflect
on all the nation's wars and to salute the men and women
who have served during those conflicts. The veterans
above saw their duty and did it, from World War I
through the Gulf War. They are, from left, Karen Lynch,
40, of Framingham, the Gulf War; Frank Anselmo, 100, of
Quincy, World War I; Tom Boyle, 80, of Somerville, World
War II; Benny White, 54, of Mattapan, Vietnam; and
Richard Surman, 73, of Wellesley, Korea. A parade at 1
p.m. today marks the holiday in Boston.

Area Veteran~ Elected to Leadership Roles

Pictured left to right, Vice-Chairman Stanley J. Roman, Sr.
watches Acting Director of Department of Veterans Affairs of
Allegheny County Richard H. Kramer congratulating Ralph
Palermo as newly-elected 1998 Chairman of Veterans Advisory
Council.

At the Annual Meeting of the Allegheny Cc~nty
~_,Commissioner~ Veterans Advisory Council held recently
in the Commissioners Board Room in the Count;
Ralph Palermo was unanimously elected
ChaIrman and Stanley J ~oman, Sr. Vice-Chairman for
1998.
~hai~an Palermo, a
j Stowe High Graduate, resides
WIth hIS wife, Nellie, in K..:nnedy Township. Ralph has represented the Italian-American War Veterans on the Council
since 1991. He, too, is a long-time member of the ITAM
and serves as Adjutant of Post 30. Chairman Palermo
served 45 months in the U.S. Army during World War II
and as a member of the 60th Infantry Regiment of the 9th
Infantry Division, participated in the invasion of North
Africa on November 8, 1942. His unit was the first
American division to be committed in the North African
Campaign'.
n

Cou~house

NINTH INFANTRY ASsOCIATION
FIFTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REUNION
MAY 23, 24, 25, 1999
SHERATON FOUR POINTS HOTEL
HYANNIS, MA
1999 REUNION PROGRAM
CAPECOD,MA
SUNDAY, MAY 23:
,.. 11:00 am
8:00 pm REGISTRATION
* 11:30 am
GOLFERS REGISTRATION AREA
4:00 pm
FR CONNOR'S MASS
5:00 pm
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
•
8:00 pm
11:30 PM RECEPTION/DANCE
MONDAY, MAY 24:
ALL DAY REGISTRATION
9:00 am
10:00 am
GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING
4:00 pm
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
7:30 pm
11:30 pm MUSIC & DANCING
TUESDAY, MAY 25:
9:00 am
ALL DAY REGISTRAnON
10:00 am
MEMORIAL SERVICES
12:30 pm
LADIES' LUNCHEON
6:00 pm
7:00 pm COCKTAIL HOUR
7:00 pm
11:30 pm BANQUET

M COMPANY (4TfH) CHRONICLER
It's inevitable these grey winter days, I suppose, that
each column starts off recounting the toll since the last
one - sort of like counting noses after a heavy night in
the Huertgenforest. It also speaks of our increasing
longevity and the cruel season we're in.
This time we've lost two of our most active and loyal
M-ers, Conda Knee and Julian Kadis. Conda was· M's
bugler when we marched down Chicken Road at Fort
Bragg, onto the trains and off on our Great Adventure.
When he reminded me of that one-time musical talent at
an early Reunion, I told him I thought bugles had gone
out with wrap leggings. Of course, once on the road he.
was another of the company headquarters runners under
Sergeant Bennick's tutelage. Conda was steady and
dependable. Julian was of the mortar platoon who reappeared from the Florida sand dunes at one of the Orlando
get-togethers. Another of those dependable troopers
whose firing of the flutterbombs just ahead of us
machinegunners never gave a qualm - puckers, maybe,
but no qualms.
Well, give a special rendition of "Taps" for Conda and a
three-round "Fire for Effect" for Julian, with heartfelt condolences to their families. Out there in the ethereal
heights of division headquarters in the old days was one
of these fellows, who turned out to be a great help when I
started with the "battle books," Captain (later Colonel)
Frank R. Veale, who recently died. He and General Eddy
teamed up in Baltimore even before the General got a
star. They came to Bragg together and stayed that way to
the end. Frank became GI of the division and, when the
general became a corps commander, he took Frank with
him to be GI of XII Corps. After the war Frank returned to
Philadelphia and began a highly successful career in business. A couple of years ago, when I returned to the city,
we had a couple of days together and he told me Eddy
stories. My new book contains some of the best. Frank
Veale was a true gentleman, regarded highly yet by every
one of the old staff that I ran down and told I'd seen and
talked to the former GI. He was what one can call a memorable man.
After these gloomy thoughts, it's time to look ahead to
Spring and our assembly at Hyannis. Don Kothe called me
earlier this week to arrange a meeting there. It was good
to hear from our irrepressable choirboy and it's refreshing to think about being back in lobsterland. See you!
Red Phillips
14001 Hemlock Drive
Penn Valley, CA 95946
(530) 432-1409
60th Inf M Co '.
Co L, 47 Inf.
BONIFACIO CAMPOS
CLARENCE RAY
420 Santa Fe Ave. S.W.
RRl, Box 77
Albuquerque, N.M. 87102
Penn Run, Pa. 15765
Dues
for
1999 are
What a great. reunion at enclosed. Hope you and
Hampt?n, ya. In May! We Marie
had
a
Merry
h.ad a hne tIme. There were Christmas and a happy and
SIX L Co. me? present: Yours. heahhy New Year. Same
truly and WIfe Pearl, Henry goes to all the men and famiand Jean Geary, Richard and ly of Co. M. 60th Inf.
Betty Jo Stoltz, Ira and Lea i' C 8 60 h
M?~er, Tony DeRobertis, J3HN CE~LER
WIlham Muldoon.
. 48 G
A
I
rant ve.
T
L C 4th I f
o any
o.
n . men.; Stamford CT 06902
who have never attended a
E 1
d f' d d
f
reunion, you don't know
nc ose
In
ues or
'
.
.
,
next
3
years.
I
hope
all
memwhat yo u re mIssmg.
d
d h l'd
d
The picture, from left to bers ha a. goo
0 I ay an
right: front row _ Clarence are lookIng forward to
Ray, Richard Stoltz. Back another ye.ar of go?d health
row - Ira Moser, Henry ~n~ htPPInbess. I ':t~ b~e~
Geary, William Muldoon, . n a a~y a out I';'VrI Ifn g u
Tony DeRobertis.
It d oesn t mean ve orgo t ten about any of you. Now
when I look out at the snow
Co. K. 60 Inf.
and freezing temperatures I
CLIFFORD A. BARBANELL
often wonder how we sur35 Commonwealth Avenue
vived when the medication
San Francisco, CA 94118
for frozen feet was two
What is it that brings
aspirin from the medics. Yet
together the men of the
there were still some who
Ninth Infantry Division at
managed to find some
our annual reunions?
1. It is the bond of having humor in a bad situation. A
served with an outstanding fox hole buddy of mine had
an urgent call from mother
Division during WW II.
nature but had run out of
2. It is the bond of remempaper, all I had to give him
bering lost comrades killed
was a V letter blank. He had
in action.
no sooner crawled out when
3. It is the bond of rememthe Germans sent over a few
bering comrades who have
rounds of mortar shells as a
died after the war.
reminder. He dove back in
4. It is tpe bond of keeping
with his pants askew, and
in touch with one or two of
said I think I better write a
the men with whom we
letter instead. With this I'll
served.
.'
close but first I would like to
5. It is a bond of patrioknow if any of the members
tism, a significant and meanwho visited the battlefields
ingful emotion for !IS.
of the Ninth have any picOur ranks are thinning.
tures of the Huertgen Forest
Our memories do not fade.
Remagen, any, I will certainRecall being brave and recall
ly
pay for them. At my age I
being afraid.
don't think I'll be doing any
traveling. Thank you all. I
will write again.

SEEKING
Private David B. Hill: 10#
31400590. DOB 11 July 1923, '
Leeds, Maine. Inducted into' 'I
Army 26 Jan. 1944. Trained
at Camp Wheeler, Ga., sent
to England July 1944. Served
with Company B (or Co. F),
1st Battalion?, 60th Infantry
Regiment, 9th Infantry
Division, 1st Army. Killed in
action Huppenbroic, Germany 9 Feb. 1945.

I

Ervin Hill
709 N. Amos
Springfield, IL 62702
217-787-4631 (EVE)
Major Thomas C. Veit
902 River Rapids Ave.
Brandon, FL 33511-8080
Dear Major Veit:
Your name was recently
provided to me by the
American Legion Headquarters as a possible
source of information on the
9th Infantry Division. For
some time I have been
searching for information
about my uncle who was
killed in action shortly after
The Battle Of The Bulge. I
have been trying to trace his
movements overseas up
until the time of his death.
All of his military records
were destroyed in the fire in
St. Louis, Mo in 1972, therefore I have been unable to
find out for sure what outfit
he was with and where he
actually served, whether or
not he fought in The Battle
Of The Bulge or if he was a
replacement sent in shortly,.
before his death.
The best that I can come
up with at this time is that
he may have been killed during the movement of the
60th Regiment Feb. 8th and
9th, 1945 from Dreiborn,
Germany
to
Strach,
Germany. This information
was compiled from AlA & G3 reports of that time. I have
a copy of the 2d Battalion
Journal of the same time
period and find no evidence
to indicate that he was a
member of the 2d, but possibly was with the 1st
Battalion. I am unable to
locate battalion journals for
the 1st or the 3rd.
I am enclosing some photocopies of basic information, including a copy of a
photo possibly taken around
June 1944 just before his
overseas deployment. From
this photo can you identify
the shoulder patch? I
assume that this could identify his outfit.
I would appreciate any
information that you would
be able to provide, including
any names and addresses of
any other contacts that I
could check with. Is there a
reunion committee for the
9th Infantry that you know
of?
My ultimate goal is to
locate a fellow veteran who
knew him and can remember what happened in
Germany, although after all
these years I realize that this
may not be possible.
Respectfully,
Ervin Hill

What's the definition of
mixed emotions? When you
see your mother-in-law backing off a cliff in your new car.

R E~closed you will find a photo of the 39th Infantry
Reg~mental Basketball Team. We represented the 39th
egIment at Fort Bragg in 1941 & 1942 I am #10 H b
.
- er
Taft - C "L" 39 h
R
o.
- t Infantry. We were coached by then Lt
atte~ee, who was later promoted to major and led ~
Battahon of the 39th in North Africa in 1942-1943. Ma'or
Ratteree was K.LA. at Sedj anean, Tunisia. We la Je
COdlleghes Presbyterian, Wooford, So. Carolina C~aXb~
an ot er schools in the area.
'
I would like to hear from any of the members of th e
te~~ in. the photo. I have several pictures of the team
an
WIll send them to the players that request them
::t~l ~~;~~:~ ~o. "L"- 39th Infantry from January 1941
. was wounded at the Remegan Bridge
area ~arch l,7th, 1945, I was evacuated to the 1st General
HospIta!, ~arIs. When the war ended in Europe, Ma 1945
I was stIll m the hospital but with 132
. t I Y
,
home t th t
'
pom s, was sent
o ~ sates and was discharched in June 1945
.~:O~ld lIke to hear from any of the men that I se~ved
WI
apt. Guy Carr, a much decorated company commhan er, who. was wounded several times and others
w 0 served WIth me.
'
d
It was an honor to have
39th Infantry Division.
serve with the illustrious

i

d

HerbTaff
1500 Palisade Ave Apt 22E
Fort Lee, NJ 07024'
(201) 947-2688

Shown at the reunion held last Sprin in H
"'' ' ' ' '
are members of Company L, 47th I~ _ ampton! Va.
Clarence Ray, Richard Stoltz. b k
left to nght:
Henry Geary William Muld ' aC row: Ira Moser,
,
oon an d Tony DeRobertis.
Reminder from the Awards C
.
The awards committee has
O~ttee
for funds from any VA H
.yet to receIve a request
items not supplied by th ospUal or nursing home for
Wh th
e government
e er or not you use VA f .. '
care you can do other vet a
acdlty for your health
by simply going to the C~m;s ~ ~vor at no cost to you
"wish list" or an item nee~e 0
olun.teers, ask for a
need other than toilet article: for patIent comfort or
constantly supplied by v '
' socks etc. as they are
This would be one w:"ous groups.
Infantry Division of Worl~ ~ PERPETUATE our Ninth
Just give our name and
two for years to come.
Volunteers and he/she
a tress to the Chief-of
of the following or bett~:n s:n the needed list to any
mittee members.
ye to each of the three comLawrence Mclaughlin - 5915
.
St. Petersburg, Fl. _336 14
- 18th St. N (Coral #6) Adolph Wadalavage 94-30
. '
11416-1609·
96 St. - Ozone Park, NY
Joseph Williams 1800 Holl
k
Jac~nville, Fl. 32225
yoa Lake~Rd. ~.,'
Larry Mclaughlin, Chairman

e:t'

o
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SEEKING
I en' oyed talking with you concern~ng the wartime
activitJies of the 9th Infantry Division durmg Wor~d ~fr~I.
As I told you, my brother, Paul E. B~ssler, er~akill~d
33727769 Company C, 47th Infantry RegIment, wa
. I
in action' on August 11, 1944 in France. I ~ave very htt e
information concerning his death. I have f~led a Freedom
Of Information request but have not receIved. a. r~plYba~
ye.,
t I too , was attached to the 9th Infantry DIVISIon u
.'
..
with the 60th Infantry Regiment.
I would appreciate any and all informatIOn m. your fll~s
'n to his activities before and at the tIme of ~IS
reiathl
gA
And
deat on
ugust 11 , 1944.
, of course any informatIOn
.
t
where I might obtain materials such as mormng repo; ~
or other records. I would also like to know where the t
Infantry Division is presently located.
. f
t'
I
You indicated that yo~ publish an In orma t~~~t
newsletter to surviving regImental personnel ~nd ~. I .
g
contains a column for those, such as ~yse ,see m
. f mation and knowledge of wartime fnends. and rel~
~~v~~. I would greatly appreciate. it if you would mclude m
your next publication the followmg:
Brother seeks information concerning the location
and death of his brother, Sgt. Paul E. Bussler,
.
Serial No. 33727769, Company C, 47th Infantry
Regiment on August 11, 1944. Please contact Loms
F. Bussl~~, 19385 Cypress Ridge Terr., #1011,
Lansdowne, VA 20176, or phone collect
(703) 858-0922.
Rather than writing me, please call me collect, if you
wish.
Louis F. Bussler
19385 Cypress Ridge, No.10ll
Lansdowne,Virginia 20176
(703) 858-0922
15th Engrs A Co.
PAT MAISTO
820 Village Pt. Rd.
Co. I 39th Inf
Shallotte, N.C. 28470
DONALD E. LAVENDER
Enclosed is my dues for 3
2913 49th Street
years. Enjoy reading the
Des Moines, IA 50310
Octofoil. Got cards from
EMail Donlav@Juno.com
some of my buddies and was
I received a letter from
glad to hear from them. Was
Stephen
Ambrose and hope
with. "A" Co. 15th Engineers
he will not be offended when
from Ff. Bragg till Germany
I quote from that letter.
and drove a lot of miles with
"None of us can ever say
Capt. Emmens. Sorry that he
enough about the 9th
passed away. Met him for
Division. You guys were spethe first time at the reunion
cial." It was signed Happy
at the Catskills. He did write
Trails S E Ambrose.
me a few times. Sorry about
One other item - I just
Henry Santos. Sent him a
finished reading Tom
card, but haven't heard. We
Brokaw's book- THE GREATpray for his recovery.
EST GENERATION. He menAlmost 80, will be on May
tions the fact that many vet5th. Won't travel to Mass.
erans did not talk about
reunion. But maybe next
their experience: "When
one. Read a few books about
they couldn't erase the war
the war, but 9th not menmemory, they simply contioned much. Can't underfined it there, refusing to
stand it. Well till next time.
talk about it unless quesCo. G. 39th Info
tioned, and then only rel~c
FLOYD HENNESSEY
tantly. That is why I thmk
7925 Summerfield, Box 275
it's so important for us to
Lambertville, Mi. 48144
hear these stories now, to
Once in a while I must do
know what an exceptional
my duty and pay my
time that was for so many
respects to a falling comand how much they sacrimander whether he is a 9th
ficed to give us the world we
man or not. The last month
have today."
it happened to be a 47th 9th
It is estimated that some
Div. man. I tried to represent
3200 WW II Veterans die
the 9th Div. but mother
every month. If you are one
nature just did not cooperof those who has never
ate but I called this man's
talked about your experison and told him who I was.
ence or never put anything
on paper, you should start
All is well.
I thought you might have
now to let your family and
known him. I hear he is from
friends know about what
co. k. This clipping tells all.
you saw and did in the war.
I'm starting to slow down
If you don't, it will be lost
some - I have an unwanted
forever.
"friend" (arthur-itis) who
34th F.A. Bn. B Co.
keeps hanging on the arms. I
WILLIAM RING
guess we all haye the same
PO Box 597
friend. I haven't been to
Dover Plains, NY 12522
many of the reunions for
Hoping that you enjoyed
some time, but outside of
the
holidays and are keeping
that I'm in good health.
. warm in this miserable
weather. Temperatures here
in Duchess County are in the
teens but with the winds it
feels below zero.
.
We have made reserva.
\
tions for the Cape Cod
reunion. Hope to see you
then.
Enclosed find check for 3
years dues.

·til~.,

Uncertain Seasons, by Elizabeth Shelter Morgan, is a
moving memoir that contains the unedited letters of the
author's uncle, 1st Lt. William Howard Shelter, who
served in the 60th Infantry, 9th Division, Company B.
These compelling letters were written to his father and
brother and describe all aspects of his struggle in North
Africa, Sicily, England, and France. It spans the WWII
years from 1941 until his death on August 11, 1944. The
story includes experiences of the anxious family going
about life at a slower pace in the small, rural town of
Havana, Florida.
University of Alabama Press, $24.95. 176pp., Box
870380, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0380.
.
** The family of 1st Lt.Shelfer would greatly appreciate a
response from any who served in the 60th Infantry or
may have known him. Write to: Mrs. Mary Howard S.
Morgan, 3440 Valley Creek Dr., Tallahassee, FL 32312.
SEEKING
I am a staff writerjreporter for the Johnson City Press

newspaper in Johnson City, Tennessee, and am currently
writing a novel on the 9th Infantry Division and its three
infantry regiments - the 39th, 47th and 60th - during
World War II. I am searching for veterans of the 9th
Infantry Division who would be willing to share their
memories with me. Their testimonies of serving with the
"Old ReliabIes" during the Second World War will appear
in my novel with their permission. I would very much
appreciate you induding this letter in the next edition of
The Getoroi! so surviving veterans can have the chance to
contact me.
My late grandfather, Private First Class Starlin Harry
Hughes, served with F Company, 47th Infantry Regiment,
9th Infantry Division, from the shores of Safi, French
Morocco, until the end of the war in Germany. Hughes
died on June 11, 1994, which was exactly 50 years to the
day when he stepped ashore on Utah Beach in
Normandy, france. He lived to 76 years young, but was
unfortunately never able to talk to his family about his
experiences during the war. The mere mention of the
words World War II would break him down into tears, as I
suspect is the case with many veterans.
After he died, I began research for a novel on the 9th
Infantry Division and traveled to Europe in 1995 to revisit
some of the division's famous battlefields, including Utah .
Beach and Saint Lo in France, the Ludendorff Bridge at
Remagen, Germany, and the 47th's old headquarters in
the quaint village of Alresford, England. It was in
Alresford that I also found the grave of the 47th's canine
mascot, Hambone Jr.
I have spoken with some veterans of the 47th Fox
Company, including Lewis Maness, Felton Jones, Otto
Geyer, Ed Hopkins, and others, but they unfortunately
had no memory of my grandfather. Nevertheless, they
did have plenty of memories and their testimonies will
appear in my book, which is being written as a tribute to
all veterans of the 9th Infantry Division. I am extremely
eager to interview surviving veterans of the 9th Infantry
Division and include their testimonies in the novel.
If there are any veterans of the 9th Infantry Division especially from the 47th Infantry Regiment - reading this
letter, please contact me. I can conduct interviews by
mail or by phone and, perhaps, arrange interviews in-person.
Feel free to call me collect at (423) 929-7543 or write to
me at: Vincent Z. Whaley, 2418 Vines St., Johnson City,
TN 37604. The best hours to catch me at home is during
the day (Tuesday through Saturday) before 3 p.m., and I
am usually at home throughout the day on Sundays and
Mondays.
For those who have computers and an Internet connection, you can view my tribute to the 9th infantry Division
on the World Wide Web at VZW's Military Tributes:
http://home.att.net/-vzwhaley/index.html. My e-mail
address is: vzwhaley@worldnet.att.net
There are few books available on the 9th Infantry
Division and its gallant achievements during World War
II, and I am compiling the most extensive collection of
memories from veterans of the 9th to provide the veterans, their families, and anyone interested in "Hitler's
·Nemesis" a priceless, valuable book. But I can't complete
the novel without the help of the men and women who
were actually there, so please contact me.
In closing, I would like to thank all veterans of the 9th
Infantry Division for their tremendous sacrifices during
the Second World War. It has been an honor researching
and writing about your extraordinary achievements during "the mighty endeavor."
Sincerely,
Vincent Z. Whaley

Request for Medals of World War II
From time to time one of our members will inquire
where he may receive medals from his time with the
Ninth. For those interested write to: U.S. Army Reserve
Personnel Center, Attn: DARP-PAS-EAW, 9700 Page Blvd.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63132-5200.
Your request should include your serial number, date
and place of birth, of course your full name, address,
then and present, the dates served in the Army and by all
means a copy of your separation document (DO Form
214).

39th Inf E & F Co.
WARD O. PAYNE
395-0 Avenida Castilla
Laguna Hills, California
92653
Please find enclosed my
check for 3 years dues and a
small contribution to the
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
My wife and I hugely
enjoyed the last reunion in
Hampton, VA. I especially
appreciated the opportunity
to visit with our former 2nd
Battalion 39th Int. commander, Brig. Gen. (then Lt. Col.)
Frank Gunn who so superbly
led us in combat in France,
Belgium, and Germany.
He gave a fine address at
the banquet, rending honors
to our combat medics which
they so richly deserve. He
looks great, too!
It was also great to be and
visit with the former Capt.
Kenneth ("The Stick") Hill
and his fellow Valiant
Veterans of mighty Easy Co.
You fellows ran a great
reunion (as always and I
would extend all good wishes to the Assn.
60 B & 9th Med.
RUSSELL HUMMEL
2411 N. Lommel Ln.
Marion, In. 46952
Today as I was adjusting
my check book for the new
year, I noticed that my last
payment on my dues was
dated June 2, 1997 and I realized I was out of step - not a
popular thing to do in a
great division like ours. I am
enclosing a check for $10.00
to get a better standing then in June of 1999 I will
send another ten hoping to
have regained some respect.
If I have miscalculated,
please advise. Hopefully,
you are in good health - J am
doing well. Best wishes to all
and hope your New Year is a
good one.
47th Inf. K Co.
JOE KILLACKY
705 Illinois St. Apt. 6
Lemont, n. 60439
Looks like it is dues time
again - check enclosed. Hope
you had a good holiday season. We had some mild
weather here till Jan. 2 when we got 19 inches of
snow and a real cold spell. I
thought· I was back in
Monsehau 1945 for a couple
of weeks. Not much news
from K Co. Jordan does not
hear from many people so
the K Co. newsletter is
affected. Thank God for the
Octofoil. I wish we could get
it every month.
Stay warm - keep up the
good work.
39th Inf. I Co.
RALPH BURRIS
3433 Windham Ci.
Cuyahoga Falls. OH 44223
Enclosed is my check for
. another three years dues
into the next century. Use
any extra for the memorial
fund.
Please note the change of
address I have enclosed.
Along with the men and
wives of former members of
I Company - 39 Infantry, my
wife and I have been attending these mini reunions for
the last five years and
enjoyed making friends with
this great group. We look
forward to the next reunion
in eastern Kentucky the last
part of July. We enjoy the
Octofoil and read every page
and item.
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A 60th FA Bn

ED HOPKINSON
P.O. Box 805
Appomattox, VA 24522
.
I received your note thIS
morning, so I am replying
now. I'm enclosing dues for
the next three years.
Recently I completed my
memoirs, entitled: "Memoirs
of a civilian/soldier in World
War II." It tells of my experiences, mostly as a forward
artillery observer with the
Infantry from near St. Lo,
Normandy to the end of the
war near the Elbe River. The
price of the book is $12.00
plus $3.00 shipping and handling, or a total of $15.00.
Many thanks for your help.
Co A 15th Engrs
JOHN MAULE
124 Bear Lake Rd.
Muskegon, Mi. 49445
Just think, only 51 more
weeks in this year.
Bob Torrent passed away
a week ago. I used to work
with him, but I haven't seen
him for several years. I think
he told me he was in K Co.
47th.
Most of us that went
through the Carolina maneuvers and Africa are getting
OLD. Bald, pudgy, can't see,
and toothless, and can't do
those 20 some mile hikes.
We live right off the shore
of Lake Michigan and we get
'lots of snow.
Would you know if Frank
Hodick belongs to the assoc.
He was known as the "Mad
Russian." I think he lived in
Pottsville or Pottstown, Pa~
Thanks.
60th Inf.
LYMON EMRICH
207 Avenue B
Matamoras, Pa 18336
Dear Friends:
Enclosed find check for 3
yr. membership. I was an
original member of the 60th
Inf. Med Detachment for 20
mos. I left in Sept. 1942 for
pilot training in air force.
Ended as tail gunner on a B17. Went overseas Nov. '43
and flew until I was wounded over Berlin on March 6,
'44. Would very much like to
hear from some of the original Medics of the 60th if
there are any left. How
about Ray Diehl, Chick
McConnell, Tony Daria and
all others would would like
to let me know their
address.
15th Engrs. B Co
JOHN MOORE
16665 Norwood Lane
Brookfield, Wi. 53005
My last card said I was
good through '98 so I guess
it's time to re-up for another
3. Please find my check
enclosed and thank you
again for handling this ~at
ter. Look forward to seemg
you in Hyannis in May '99!
E & H Co. 39th Inf. and
L & M Co. 60th Inf.
RUSSELL SNELLING
, P.O. Box 701
Denton, TX 76201
To anybody that was in E
or H company of 39th or L
Co. of 60th Inf. I would like
to hear from anyone that
served with me through
North Africa, Sicily, England,
France and so forth. I have
contacted Cole Grosseth and
Wilfred Thornton of M Co.
60th. Others, please, get in
contact and I will answer.

SEEKING
47th Int. G Co.
Dear Mr. Quinn,
My name is Gary White MILTON G. McDANIEL
and I'm writing to you on 336 Jackson Avenue
recommendation of The Daytona Beach, FL 32114
I am enclosing a check for
American Battle Monuments
Commissi·on. I sincerely three (3) years of dues and
some for the Memorial Fund
hope that you can help me,
or maybe point me in the in memory of Mary Maness
right direction. My uncle and Herman Rahn. Do trust
that you and your family are
was S/SGT John R. Hand
all well. Clara and I are still
who served in the 47th
hanging in. I am not able to
Infantry, 9th Division during
go to Hyannis Port. We shall
World War II. On June 15,
miss everyone. Our best to
1944 S/SGT Hand was
all.
involved in operations to
take the high ground west of
60 InfK Co
the French town of OrGEORGE HELM
glandes.
10639 110th Ave.
From the information that
Milaca, MN 56353
I received from the ABMC,
I just realized I wasn't getthere was enemy fire coming
ting the Octofoil any longer
from the town and it was
and I thought you had just
during this battle, my uncle
quit it.
was killed and he was subseI called Gordon Anderson
quently buried in the
and he said it was still comNormandy
American
ing. I then realized we had
Cemetery in Collevirfean address change and I supsurmer/St. Laurent sur-mer
pose I didn't let you know.
France. The information on
60th Inf. D Co
He said to just send a label
him is as follows:
JAMES CANADA
with myoid address and my
S/SGT John R. Hand
P.O. Box 434
number so it can be recordHome Address: 11 (now 19)
Shannon, Ga 30172
ed. I am going to write a letForrest Avenue
Here are my dues for the
ter to you as my boys are
Rumson, New Jersey
year 1999. I don't think I will
getting interested in my
SIN 32066573
be able to attend the
wifes and my record of
Date Of Death: June 15, 1944
reunion for I had to have my
where I had been. My wife
Awards: Silver Star & Purple
voice box removed. It had
was an Army nurse in Pacific
Heart
cancer in it and I have it in
Theater. I was in 60th Co K
Interment: Normandy Ameriboth lungs, but I am still
3rd Pit. until Dec. 20th at the
can Cemetery
doing pretty good for a guy
Lignite Quary when I was hit
CoIl evil le-s ur-mer /St.
that is 84 years old. Have a
in the left knee.
Laurent sur-mer France
good year.
A~ stated above, my uncle
received the Silver Star and
Co. M 60th Inf.
Purple Heart posthumously.
60th Inf.
MYRON R. KALISH
However, we were never
GEORGE HANSEN
235 Cline Ave.
able to find out why he was
1901 N. Glasscock Rd. #30
Mansfield, OH 44907
awarded
those decorations.
Mission, TX 78572
In the book "The Hero We are assuming the Purple
Just decided I wanted to
We Nearly Forgot" I read
Heart was for wounds
go Life Member as I have a
that Matt Urban resided in
received in combat, but The
hard time remembering
Monroe, Michigan. Close
Silver Star was awarded for . when I last paid my dues. I
friends to whom I gave th~
a reason still unknown to us.
joined the 9th Inf in Co L,
book, and operate a furnII have contacted The ABMC
3rd Nb 60th Inf Regt at
ture store there, were asked
who referred me to a facility
Remagend, and stayed with
if they might know Matt.
in Missouri that had a devas3rd Bn through the end of
They told me that he was a
tating fire in the 70's and
the war. Transferred to HHC
customer of theirs, but were
destroyed most of the
60th
Regt
while
at
unaware of his military backrecords.
Ingolstadt, and ended in
ground. Since w~ now have a
I am hopeful that the 9th
1946 as M/Sgt. Com-Sgt. I
mutual interest m Matt they
Infantry Association or some
was on leave when the Div
sent me the enclosed artIof the men who served at
was deactivated, and ended
'cles. I served in M Company
that
time may have known
up in the 11 th Constab. I
60th Inf. from Normandy to
S/SGT Hand and can provide
remember serving with
Ingolstadt and fought in a~l
some detail about his milimany men I just couldn't
five campaigns on the contItary life and most importantremember names, but would
nent. I get a kick out of the
ly, the reason why he
like to hear from anyone
guys that worry about not
received the medals. I would
who might have served in
living long enough to use ~p
be most appreciative for
like units at that time. I
their prepaid membershIp.
ANY help and I can supply
returned to USA end of 1947,
They would not have ~r~b
some supporting documenjoined the USAR, as 2nd Lt,
lems if they were LIfe
tation that may help you if
went to Engr Bn and retired
Members" because their
the need arises.
in 1980 as LTC, from which I
membership expires when
If you do have any infornow draw pension. The serthey do. Thanks for the
vice has been my home for
great job you do as .. mation I would appreciate it
if you can send it to:
most of my adult life, and I
Secretary!
Gary White
have served with many out2603 Brianholly Drive
standing men during my 30
Valrico, Fl33594
9th M.P. Pltn
plus years. Best regards to
(813) 684-7039
GEORGE VIX
all 9th Assn. members.
Additionally, I would be
7373 E. 29 St. N. #E207
39th Inf. D. Co.
. happy to send a donation for
Wichita, KS 67226
EARL DUNCAN
lny research that is'-done on
Please put my enclosed
56 Bagby Point Rd., Apt. D.
my uncle's behalf. Thank
check in the right hands for
Jackson,
TN 38305
.
you
very
much,
Mr.
QUinn,
me! (1999 dues).
Sorry that I did let my
and may God bestow his
After the showing of
membership run out.
blessings on you and your
"Saving Private Ryan" last
family.
I have been moving
fall I received letters from 5
around a lot for the last 5
Very truly yours,
old buddies that I haven't
years, but I think I have
Gary White
heard from or seen since
found
the place that I will
1945. It was great to hear
39th Inf. Co. L
want
to
stay for awhile.
from them and I'll have to
ROBERT GORDON
Enclosed is my memberadmit it was heart warming.
5001 W. Florida Ave.
ship dues for 3 years. I have
Frank Avery called as he has
Space 558
always enjoyed the Octofoil
before.
Hemet, CA 92545
so
much, and I look forward
Regards and best wishes
Enclosed is check for
to
receiving
it again.
to all.
three years dues. I'm not
My
best
to
you and all of
sure whether or not to use
the
staff
of
the
Octofoil, you
the printed form in the
Re~ber the dates
have
always
done
a great
paper. So I'll just send it this
May 23-26, 1999
job. Thank you very much.
way.
I
enjoy
t:eading
the
Hyanqis, Mass.
P.S. I would enjoy hearing
paper and going over it from
from any member of the
front to back. Good luck to
Octofoil.
all the new officers.
39th Infantry Co A & Serv
Co.
FRANCIS LEO
1357 No. Periwinkle Cir.
Barefoot Bay, Fl. 32976
I am enclosing check for
dues, and would still like to
hear from myoid buddies
from both "A" Company or
Service Company 39th
Infantry that served with me
since January 17, 1941, starting at Fort Bragg and then
ending up in Munich,
Germany. Found out that
Leonard DeBell passed away
several years ago. Saw him
last at the Ft. Bragg Reunion
several years ago.
Looking to hear from:
John Ardison, Elmer FoIlick,
Dominick Pontillo, Angelo
Spirio, Al Franzini, Bernard
Dippolito, Alfred Torrisi.
Thank you and keep up the
good work. Will try to make
future reunions. God Bless
You All.

Hello World,
and Thank You Lord,
SEEKING
I am looking for any member of a third battalion line
company, from either Item,
King, or Love, of the 47th
Regiment who remembers
being outposted in a stone
house on the side of a hill
overlooking the railroad
tracks and the Roer River
while it was flooded in the
last two weeks of February
1945. All access to this
house during the daylight
hours was denied by the
Germans as ANY outside
movement was under constant observation and would
bring down a rain of rifle fire
and mortar shells. Anybody
coming 'in or leaving had to
do so under the cover of
darkness; but even then, if
too much noise was made
the Jerrys would throw over
a few mortar rounds just to
upset anything that yo~
might be planning to d? I
would like to know WhICh
company was stuck with
that unpleasant post?
I am also looking for a 15th
EnWReet Who remembers
the detail of bringing a
heavy pontoon boat down
the steep hill, in the dark, by
hand, without the aid of any
mechanical equipment, to
that stone house on the
night of February 23rd, 1945.
While the Engineers were
"manhandling" the boat, the
Germans started "walking
the mortars" up the river
until they were laying the
concentration all around the
house. Jerry caught the
Engineers with their hands
"full of Boat" on the steep
slope and at least one of
them was killed and others
were wounded. I have asked
some of the Engineers that I
know, but they weren't there
at that time.
What was I, a dogface from
•George company, doing at
the wrong place on the
wrong night, nowhere close
to my own area? Well, that's
what comes from saying,
"Yeah, I can!" when the Bn.
CO asks for any swimmers;
but I didn't know that HE
was going to pick the place
to swim and not me. I didn't
mind the time, only the bad
spot that he picked. That
was the next to last time
. that I would volunteer for a
job. Our rubber raft was
.ripped to shreds by the
shrapnel from the Jerry mortars.
Yeah, but, I'm still here,
Thank You Lord.
Joe Killen, G-47
224 North Grove Street
Valley Stream, NY 11580
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Have you sent
~ your Dues?
SEEKING
On April 2, 1945 my grandfather, Pvt. Fred Weingart,
was killed in action at
approximately 1:00 p.m.
near Winterburg, Gemany.
As his 29 year old granddaughter I have been trying
to locate anyone who may
have known my grandfather
or who may have witnessed
the loss of his life. My grandfather served with Company
D of the 39th Infantry
Regiment which I have been
told is part of the 9th
Infantry Division. I have
enclosed a copy of the
morning report on the day
he was listed as killed in
action along with a photograph of him. I believe there
were approximately 160 men
with that company.
I would appreciate any
information I could obtain
about that time during his
life. I realize of course that
many people wish to forget
those times and I would
understand if I did not hear
anything. However, I would
greatly appreciate learning
what those brave men went
through. I always thought
my grandfather died of a
shell explosion possibly but
from the burial report the
cause of death lists rt
mandible (int hem) which
leads me to believe he may
have been shot in the jaw
area and bled to death. The
details. no matter what they
might be, are something I
wish to learn before the
opportuntity is forever lost. I
looked at the morning
reports from March 25
through April 8, 1945 and it
appears my grandfather a~d
one other man from this
unit, Pfc. Richard Westfall
lost their lives during that
time period. It states that
heavy resistance was
encountered as about 1,000
Jerry's were caught in a pocket. Any information on
whether there is someone
out there that knew my
grandfather or knows the
name of somone who did
know him, witnessed his
death or just what the unit
went through during that
time would be greatly appreciated.
My grandfather volunteered to serve as many men
he worked with at that time
were getting drafted. My
father at that time was only
three years old and never
got to know his father. My
grandfather is buried in
Holland and I hope one day
to have the opportunity to
visit his grave.
Thank you, in advance, for
any information you might
be able to provide. I would
be interested in receiving
your newsletter if it does
pertain to his unit.
Donna Weingart
34 Blue Meadow Road
Bristol, Connecticut 06010
(860) 583-8714.

1999 Reunion
Hyan~,MA

May 23, May 2~

Co. F 47th Int
ROBERT J. DESANDY
109 Canterbury Rd.
Southern Pines, NC 28387-7104
I have enclosed a clipping
entitled "Who is the Unknown
Soldier," taken from our local
newspaper. I felt it was worth
sharing.
Best wishes to you Marie.

The Unknown Soldier
To the Editor:
My granddaughter, Michelle,
aged 14, wrote an essay entitled
"Who is the Unknown Soldier"
prior to a class trip to
Washington, D.C. I feel that it is
very appropriate for the upcoming Memorial Day celebration.
Michelle's essay was among
the top in her class and her
principal thought so much of it
that he read it during a faculty
meeting. Michelle, during the
class visit to Arlington
Cemetery, was selected to walk
with the Honor Guard to lay a
wreath on the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier.
Naturally, we are very proud
of her (Michelle J. Burdick).
This proves that there are
thoughtful and caring people in
our younger generation. Her
essay is as follows:
Visiting the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier in Arlington
Cemetery is a very meaningful
experience for many people.
The makeup of the unknown
soldier's body is not his alone,
but in essence it is a representation of all the unknown soldiers'
bodies who have died to pre-,
serve our freedom.
The physical parts of the
unknown soldier's body symbolize what every soldier went
through and struggled to
achieve. The feet that walked
for miles on foreign soil in
search of peace. The back that
supported the hopes and aspirations of many people throughout the world who were waiting
for freedom. The hands of the
men who reached out and tried
to keep the world from crumbling beneath us. The face that
will always be remembered by
families and friends who have
never forgotten their loved ones
who never returned from battle.
And most importantly, the spirit
of true heroes who were faced
with danger and war and
instead of turning away, decided to challenge their opponent
for freedom from oppression.
This is who the unknown soldier really is. Not just one soldier excavated from the ruins of
war, but thousands of brave
war heroes whose bodies have
yet to be claimed. Alfhough
their names and backgrounds
are unknown, their hearts can
be identified as ones full of
courage and love for our country.
Therefore, leave pity and
remorse behind when visiting
the tomb, and express respect
and admiration for the true
heroes of our country.
Warren Holzhamp
Seven Lakes

DUFS REMIND~
This issue of the OdofoU has been used for years to
remind our ~bers that "dues are due." The caption
-"Is your adoloU addressed with teU-tale red ink?" waS
used for yean but now with our ne.", computer mailing
arrangements this is not possible. Instead we ask the
members'to check their OdoloU espedally where their
name is printed and above their first name you will
find numbers and they will indicate what year your
dues are paid up until. The letter L will Indicate We
member - H wiD indicate Honorary member and 19.
will let you know that your dues are payable now.' ..
If lor some reason you ftnd It difficult· in paying the
dues drop us a Hoe and we wiD keep you on our membership roll, send you the paper and keep the matter
confidential.
We remind· our members that a limited budget keeps
us from mailing the Octofoll to those who fall in the
delinquent class. Send your du~s to ihesecretaryfs
office, 412 Gregory Avenue, Weehawken, N.J. 07087

Company K 47th Infantry
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47th A.T.
CHARLES A. BODNAR
187 N.Y. Ave.
Bergenfield, N.J. 07621
It was great chewing the
fat with you this past
Tuesday over the telephone.
Wish we lived closer so we
could get together once in a
while. Here's my dues for
1999, h ope to be around
longer to read the Octofoil.
I'm always the optimist maybe that's why I lasted for
EIGHT STARS. But I think the
real reason is that I wasn't
wanted in Heaven, and I
wasn't qualified for Hell, so
everybody will have to put
up with me until I'm admitted somewhere. Hey you
Anti-Tankers, get out of your
holes, the shelling is over,
let's hear from you!!

"Schevenhutte Schuette - A Magnificent Soldier"
Emmett Schuette, the cook for "K" Company, 47th
Regiment in World War II, was cook from 1941 until mid
March of 1945. In the early part of his military training, he
was asked to go to Officer Candidate School. He refused,
said I feel my destiny is tied more to the actual lower levels of the infantry.
Shortly after that, when there was a major failure in the
kitchen of "K" Company, he was asked to take over the
job of cook. For four months, when I was with "K"
Company from October 22nd, 1944 to February 19th,
1945, about one third of that time he worked culinary miracles. In a recent reading of Jack Blann's superb book on
the private's life in the 47th Regiment, Jack Blann noted
that it was Col. Randles' regimental policy to have the
best cooking possible for all of the front line units.
We were on the front in a concrete barn that we had
just liberated in Bovemberg November 20, 1944. We were
well protected and to my amazement, hot cakes with
syrup and butter and sausages were brought to the front
lines and delivered to us in our concrete barn. Some of us
were in foxholes and there were containers with the hotM.P.s
cakes and sausages and syrup, etc. They were among the
CARLO PALERMO
best hotcakes I have ever tasted in my life, barring none
2105 S. Riverside Dr.
(to my wife's regret). The circumstances of living in the
Edgewater, FL 32141
snow and mud were probably the ultimate seasoning for
Enclosed you will find a
this food. Being shot at added to the high quality of the
check $25.00 for next three
cooking, not to mention interrupting the meal to shoot at
years dues 1999 - 2000 the enemy. This just preceded Frenzenberg Castle battle.
2001. At this time I'd like to
At Thanksgiving, superb turkey, potatoes, gravy, stuffinterject some laughter in
ing, were likewise brought to the front.
my letter.
Schuette did not lack courage. He had at least three
This story took place in
Purple Heart awards, as well as several Bronze Stars. He
France, a small town named
fought in all of the engagements. He was with the compaS1. Lo. One night while on
ny in the landing on the west coast of Africa (Safi,
patrol, my driver and I were
Morocco). He was with the company in Algeria, Tunisia,
checking the town for peace
Sicily and for seven months of pre-landing training in
and quiet. While driving
England. He was with them in the battles of France, the
through the town, we
Bulge and Germany.
noticed an aroma of fresh
I first met him at Schevenhutte. He was playing cribbread. We knew there had to
bage with the supply sergeant at night. He cooked during
be a bakery nearby. Believe
the day. In the house in which we lived with about 35 U.S.
you me, we were like two
troops, mostly from our company weapons platoon and
hound dogs out to get the
non commissioned and commissioned officers, a similar
fox. In this case it was bread.
number of German civilians were living with us. After
Driving real slow the aroma
about seven weeks of living in Schevenhutte, we liberated
got stronger. We saw a crack
thirty German geese. Schuette and I and one other memof light between the doors
ber of the company arranged for a goose dinner. We
and the jamb. We heard
killed and plucked the geese with a good deal of excitesome loud talking. We
ment and pleasure. The meal was superb and Schuette
stopped knocked on the
was able to cook "German gooses" very well.
door the bakers were starOn his return to the United States, Emmett and his wife
tled, when they saw two
rejoined one another. They had a daughter, Susan, and
M.P. I assured them everyone granddaughter.
thing is alright. We made
Emmett and Eleanor (Schmidt) Schuette knew one
ourselves understood. All
another all their lives. They both graduated from Park
we wanted to buy was some
Ridge High School in New Jersey. Emmett was of German
bread. We bought two
origin and Eleanor Schmidt Schuette was also of German
loaves and had a ball
origin, as were many of the troops who fought with ~s in
the 9th Division. After trying at least one other busmess
which did not go well, he returned to the foo? servic~
CAU OR WRlIlA
business and became a member of a group runnmg a delicatessen in New Jersey. He was in that business for the
FIlENDrest of his life. His wife, Eleanor, survives him and was a
ENCOUBA~ 1llM/
great help with this profile. She is a healthy 85!
George Nicklin, M.D.
10JOIN.TIIB
6 Butler Place
limited Edition Hardcover Books Still Available
Garden City, N.Y. 1153~603
THE PAWNS OF WAR
by: William Kreye - 39th Inf.
(now deceased)
dead~lDe for eop% of tile aest 1.lue ~,;. tile OctofoD wW
Engrossing, personal and historical account of WWII
th
with the 9th Inf. Div. - from Ft. Bragg to Germany.
Price: $10.95 + $3 S&H. Send check payable to
"Greater NY Chapter, 9th Inf. Div. Assn'n (noting
Pawns of War on check) to Secretary Arthur R.
Schmidt, 89-12 Doran Avenue, Glendale, NY 11385.
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